
Summary of the findings: 

The natural dyes were extracted and characterized. The main characterization of 

natural dyes is through the analysis of absorption spectra taken using commercial 

spectrophotometer. We have selected four different natural materials, small red chillies, 

turmeric, beetroot and saffron for the experiments. Chloroform and water are used as 

solvents. The selection of chloroform as solvent for the dyes was done keeping in mind that 

most transparent polymeric materials like poly vinyl alcohol (PVA) are soluble in chloroform 

and therefore chloroform can be used to impregnate dye molecules in polymers. The method 

is to dissolve both the dye and the host polymer in to chloroform and slowly evaporate 

chloroform at low temperature in order to make dye impregnated solids. Also the use of 

organic solvents like chloroform and ethyl alcohol help to prevent aggregation of dye 

molecules and modification of their absorption properties, as opposed to water solutions. All 

the dyes used except the one from beetroot were soluble in chloroform. To extract dyes, small 

pieces of raw chillies, turmeric and saffron were immersed in chloroform for about 12 hours 

at room temperature. After the dyes were dissolved the residues were filtered out. For 

beetroot, the dye solutions were prepared in water after soaking it in water for about two 

hours. The dye solution was separated through filtration. Dye solution attained significant 

colouring- bright red for chillies, dull strong yellow for turmeric, deep purple/violet for 

beetroot, and yellow-green for saffron. The solutions were diluted with more solvents for 

measuring the absorption spectra in the UV/visible/NIR region.  The absorption spectra were 

taken for these dye solutions using a UV-VIS absorption spectrophotometer (Perkin-Elmer). 

The absorption peaks are at around 470 nm for chilli, around 415 nm for turmeric, around 

420 nm for saffron and 530 nm for beetroot. We have to compare the spectra with the 

commercial dye used in DSSCs viz.  Rhuthenium complex N-719. The absorption spectra of 

dyes extracted from red chilli and beetroot matches reasonably well with that of Rh which 

may mean that red chilli and beetroot are suitable in DSSCs as charge transfer dyes. 

Absorption peaks for turmeric and for saffron are at somewhat shorter wavelength of 415 nm, 

even though overlap with terrestrial solar spectrum is still possible. The absorption spectrum 

of these dyes matches well with terrestrial solar emission spectrum which in turn will 

enhance the efficiency of Ti  -turmeric, red chilli and beetroot dye system. To examine 

solvent effects on the properties of the dye, we have selected red chillies and saffron in 

chloroform and in isopropanol in addition to water and it is found that there is not much 



difference in the absorption spectrum as compared to water. Then dye sensitized solar cell is 

designed and voltage was checked using digital multimeter. 

 


